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CAD Weekly Outlook 

USDCAD’s Five Week Rally Stalls 

o CAD slide steadies as long-term trend resistance holds, USD remains

overbought.  Focus on Canadian CPI, Retail Sales data for CAD boost.

o Estimated range next week – 1.3155-1.3320

 The CAD has picked up a little more support this week after five weeks of

consecutive losses, with the USD backing away from the mid-1.33 area, where

its advance was consistently rebuffed in H2 last year. Domestic economic 

developments have been very light this week and markets have generally 

moved to the beat of risk appetite swings around Covid-19 developments (note 

the CAD’s strengthening correlation with crude).  However, we think the CAD’s resilience in the face of a risk-off swing Thursday – 

when China revealed revised figures for the spread of the virus – hints at some building upside momentum for the CAD or, at the 

very least, waning upside potential for the USD.  This reflects the USD’s heavily overbought status we highlighted last week and 

the fact that seasonal trends typically see early year USD gains stall out right about now.  A low close on the week – the lower the 

better and ideally below last week’s 1.3227 low – should add to the corrective pressure on USDCAD in the short run.     

 The holiday-shortened week ahead for North America brings some key Canadian data points in the form of CPI and Retail Sales.

Consensus estimates suggest the street is looking for a 0.3% rise in CPI in the Jan month and a pick up to 2.4% in the year,

equaling the May 2019 high, if correct.  Core inflation is expected to hold around 2%.  Retail Sales are expected to rise 0.2% M/M

in Dec (+0.3% M/M ex autos).  These numbers may change a little in the next few days as more participants update forecast.

Wholesale Trade data and GDP are released the week after but a disappointing Q4 GDP result is widely expected at this point so

next week’s data prints will perhaps have the best chance to shape expectations for the March 4
th

 BoC FAD.  A firm inflation print

would dampen near-term rate cut expectations further and give the CAD a bit more of a lift (note the slightly greater divergence

between Fed and BoC expectations for the next 12 months). Our week-ahead regression model suggests some, slight downside

potential for USDCAD again next week and indicates a potential range of 1.3155-1.3320.  Our fundamental Fair Value Model
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suggests an equilibrium rate of 1.3015 for USDCAD currently.  

 Next week’s calendar highlights:-

o Markets are closed Monday in Toronto and NY but Canadian data releases kick the week off with International Securities

Transactions data for Dec.  Dec Manufacturing Sales follow on Tuesday, with CPI Thursday and Retail Sales rounding out the

week on Friday (there are no consensus estimates available for either at writing).

o US data reports include the first of the regional Fed surveys for February (NY Empire on Tuesday and the Philly Fed on

Thursday). Preliminary Feb Markit PMIs are released Friday.  PPI data are out Wednesday while various housing data points

released over the course of the week. There is a fair degree of Fedspeak from Wednesday onwards – which also sees the

release of the Jan 29 FOMC meeting minutes.

 Technical signals have turned a little more in favour of the CAD this week but not decisively so.  After five weeks of consecutive

gains, the USD rally stalled out this week right on weekly trend resistance off the early 2016 high (1.3327). Losses signal a

consolidation in the USD rally – rather than an outright reversal at this point.  However, we think the heavily overbought status of

the USD (see TRIX indicator on page 1) plus the failure at a key, long term trend line suggest the balance of technical risks is tilting

to the downside more generally for USDCAD.  We look for firm resistance in the low/mid 1.33s (weekly close above the trend is

needed to lift USD upside risks again). A break under short term support at 1.3235 should see the USD slide back to 1.3140/50.

NEXT WEEK'S NORTH AMERICAN CALENDAR

Day Country Release Period Consensus  Last 

Mon CA Int'l Securities Transactions Dec -- -1.75b

Tue CA Manufacturing Sales MoM Dec 0.8% -0.6%

US Empire Manufacturing Feb 5 4.8

US NAHB Housing Market Index Feb 75 75

US Net Long-term TIC Flows Dec -- $22.9b

Wed US MBA Mortgage Applications 14-Feb -- 1.10%

US Fed's Bostic Speaks on U.S. Economic Outlook

US Building Permits Jan 1450k 1416k

US Fed's mester Speaks at Forum of Executive Women

US PPI Final Demand MoM Jan 0.1% 0.1%

US PPI Final Demand YoY Jan 1.6% 1.3%

US PPI Ex Food and Energy YoY Jan 1.3% 1.1%

US Housing Starts Jan 1400k 1608k

CA CPI NSA MoM Jan 0.30% 0.0%

CA CPI YoY Jan 2.4% 2.2%

CA CPI Core- Common YoY% Jan 2.0% 2.0%

US Fed's Kashkari Speaks in Mankato, Minnesota

US Fed's Kaplan Speaks in Dallas

US FOMC Meeting Minutes 29-Jan -- --

US Fed's Barkin Discusses Monetary Policy Framework

Thur CA Teranet/National Bank HPI MoM Jan -- 0.2%

US Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook Feb 10 17

US Initial Jobless Claims 15-Feb -- --

US Leading Index Jan 0.4% -0.3%

US Fed's Barkin Speaks at Harvard

Fri CA Retail Sales MoM Dec 0.2% 0.9%

CA Retail Sales Ex Auto MoM Dec 0.3% 0.2%

US Fed's Kaplan Speaks in Dallas

US Markit US Manufacturing PMI Feb P -- 51.9

US Markit US Services PMI Feb P -- 53.4

US Markit US Composite PMI Feb P -- 53.3

US Existing Home Sales Jan 5.43m 5.54m

US Fed's Brainard and Bostic on Panel Policy Forum

US Fed's Clarida, Mester on Panel
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